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Dear Stephen,
S
In thiss issue of th
he ChoiceW
Works newsletter, ChoiiceWords, w
we present a practical
set of questions you
y can usee to lead yo
ourself and other peop
ple through any difficu
ult
situatiion.
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Accoun
A
ntability:: Look A
At Youu First
by Steve
S
Morriss

We ra
arely look at ourselves; our part in
n events wh
hen someth
hing goes w
wrong in ou
ur
organ
nizations. Most
M
of us first look forr who or wh
hat we can blame. In contrast, n
no
action
n is more im
mpactful in supporting
g accountab
bility than th
the act of seelf‐
evalua
ation.
By ask
king ourselves 5 simplle questions we can bee highly efffective in an
ny situation
n
or eveent that com
mes our way
y. The quesstions can b
be applied tto things th
hat have
occurrred in the past,
p
will occcur in the future,
f
or th
hose that arre happenin
ng now.

They can be applied from the point of view of others, ourselves as individuals or as
groups. The five questions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What do I want? (Define the goal)
What am I doing to get what I want? (Identify the behaviors)
Is what I am doing getting me what I want? (Effectiveness of behaviors)
What else can I do? (Alternative behaviors)
What will I do? (Commit to actions)

There are many variations of these questions: What do we want? What did I want?
What does he want next time? What do they want?
Agnes is a production manager at a manufacturing company. Phil made an
agreement with Agnes that he would deliver a production report to her on
Tuesday. Agnes received the report on Tuesday night, but it was incomplete and
contained many errors. This was a consistent pattern in Philʹs work. She looked
out her window towards the production line and saw Phil standing there with a
group of workers. Her first reaction was anger coupled with a desire to go out
there to chew him out in front of the people he leads. Her deliberate action was to
look at herself, first. What was her part in what happened?
Agnes asked herself the following questions in writing and answered them on
the spot:
1. What do I want? What kind of leader do I want to be?
a. I want Phil to meet my expectations.
b. I want to communicate with him respectfully.
c. I want to get alignment with Phil on what quality reporting looks
like.
d. I want to get agreement from him that he will meet my expectations.
e. I want to foster a culture of accountability, collaboration and high
performance.
2. What have I done to get what I want?
a. I got Phil to agree to deliver the report on Tuesday.
b. I got angry and decided to self‐evaluate prior to talking with Phil.
3. Were these actions effective?
a. Yes, I did get the report.
b. No, the report was not what I expected.
4. What else could I do to get what I want?
a. I could be more specific in my agreements with Phil.

b. I could set clear expectations for quality and completeness.
c. I could have him confirm by email what he agreed to deliver.
d. I could give him back the report and ask him to immediately fix it
and return it to me by dayʹs end.
e. I could have a general discussion with Phil about my expectations for
quality and completeness.
f. I could clarify alignment and differences so I know what to expect
from Phil.
g. I could guide him in his self‐evaluation, asking these same questions.
What does he want to deliver? Does he perceive this level of quality
and completeness as acceptable? What new behavior will he choose?
5. Of the things you could do what will you do? I will do b, c, d, f and g.
This is self‐evaluation and accountability in action. Yes, it was Philʹs responsibility
to produce a report that was complete and without errors. Knowing that Philʹs
work was often incomplete and low in quality, Agnes could have made clear in
advance the criteria on which she would evaluate his performance. She could have
made a more detailed agreement with him about the quality of work he would
deliver. That was her part in this accountability breakdown.
Accountability is grounded first in what we call the ʺIʺ dimension. The questions
that exemplify the ʺIʺ dimension are: Who do I want to be to be accountable with
myself and with other people? What do I want to accomplish? These questions put
the focus on the only person we can control; ourselves. When we have a clear
picture of who we want to be and what we want to accomplish, that picture drives
our actions.
Agnesʹs actions reflect her decision to be someone who:
 Responds deliberately to what others do.
 Looks at herself first when others fail to meet her expectations.
 Learns from what others do.
 Focuses on outcomes as well as tactics to get the desired results with others.
 Sets clear expectations.
 Learns what others want.
 Gets clear confirmation of her expectations from the people she leads.
 Follows up when someone fails to deliver what is agreed to.
 Lets people fix their own sub‐standard work.
 Leads self evaluation in others so that they will do their own thinking and
learn from it.

This is the power of self‐evaluation. Few people deliberately ask the five questions
of themselves in the structured written manner we suggest. They are a simple
proven system to support personal accountability that you can put into action,
today.
Here is the challenge: Take the next negative situation that appears in your email
and use the five questions to look at your alternatives. Write down the questions
and your answers as you do the self‐evaluation.
Take a look at your answers. Is this who you want to be in leading and applying
accountability? Do you know what you want to accomplish? Do you see some
alternatives?
Here are the five questions in several forms:
1. What do I want to accomplish in this situation? What kind of leader do I
want to be in this situation?
2. What have I done to get what I want? What will I do to get what I want?
3. Are my actions successful? Will my actions be successful?
4. What else could I do? (Look at each alternative against its likelihood of
success.)
5. What will I do? (Choose the most likely to succeed.)
Look at yourself first when things go wrong. You will interrupt negative reactions
and get a clearer picture of the things you can control and influence in your
response to what happens around you. Self‐evaluation is a process that leads to
better choices and greater accountability over time. By deliberately and frequently
asking these questions of yourself you will develop superior mental muscle for
who you want to be in leading other people and accountability.
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The Effective Question
Questions are the most powerful tools we can use to lead other people.
There is no more powerful question than to ask someone what they want
because it:
 Leads the person to look at the positive future.
 Creates a vision that they can aim for.







Tells you what they value.
Is actionable.
Drives the personʹs behavior.
Identifies areas of possible confusion or fuzziness.
Identifies how you can influence them.

You can ask this question in many different ways:
 What is your goal?
 How would you like it to be?
 If you had it your way, what would the result look like?
People often answer this question by telling you what they donʹt want. ʺDonʹt
wantsʺ can be useful but they will not lead people to success, improvement, or
positive results. You cannot lead a team or organization by focusing on what you
donʹt want. You aim for where youʹre going.


When a person complains start by asking them how they would like it to be.
This is a positive step towards improvement.
 When there is a failure or mistake, start with a discussion of what success
could look like. The definition of success will move you towards a solution.
 In a meeting when people are lost in a discussion that is leading nowhere,
redirect them by asking what people want to accomplish.
Probe deeply for the details of what people want. The more clearly a want is
articulated, the easier it is to define the steps that will get people what they
want.
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Quick Links...

Explore Our Website
Write to the Editor
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Thank you for reading ChoiceWords.

If you want to comment directly on our content or if you want some additional
guidance for creating accountability in your organization, please call us or click on
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Deb Turner
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orris
Steve Morris
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